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Safety Rules

Cardinal Rules of Firearms Safety
1. Treat every firearm as if it were loaded until positively ascertained
otherwise by you
2. Never point a firearm at anything or anybody that you do not intend to
shoot, or in a direction where an unintentional discharge may do harm
3. Never place your finger into the trigger guard until ready and justified to
fire
4. Be sure of your threat, backstop and beyond

Rendering a Firearm Safe
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Always point a firearm in the safest direction (MUZZLE AWARENESS)
Safety ON (if applicable)
Magazine removed (or cylinder open, unload cylinder)
Bolt, slide or cocking lever locked to the rear
Visually and physically inspect the chamber

NOTE: Wear eye protection during disassembly and reassembly of your firearm.
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Stripped Lower Installation
Description:
A stripped L15 lower receiver may be
obtained from Lancer Systems. This
lower receiver will be accompanied
by a kit, which contains parts for the
ambidextrous bolt release, large
magazine release button and
associated roll pins. The parts are
supplied unassembled with
instructions. The Lancer supplied
hardware will work with other lower
parts kits.
All other parts for the lower can be
obtained from the lower receiver the
L15 is replacing.
The stripped lower will also come with a choice of magazine well extensions: standard,
tactical, competition.
PART NUMBER
DESCRIPTION
999-000-2720-02 L15 Stripped Lower with Standard Magwell
999-000-2720-03 L15 Stripped Lower with Tactical Magwell
999-000-2720-04 L15 Stripped Lower with Competition Magwell

STANDARD

TACTICAL

STD
X

Changeable magazine well extensions
3 magazine well extension sizes: Standard, Tactical, Competition
Receiver machined from 7075−T6 Aluminum forging with broached magazine well
Magazine well extensions machined from billet aluminum
Oversized magazine release button
Ambidextrous bolt release
Coating − MIL−A−8625, TYPE III CLASS 2
Designed, Tooled, Manufactured & Assembled in USA

COMP

X

COMPETITION

FEATURES & OPTIONS
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TACT

X

Parts to be used from replaced lower receiver

Disassembly of existing lower
Tool Box:
1/8, 1/16 inch punch (hammer, trigger pins, buffer detent, take-down pin, bolt catch)
3/32 inch hex key/torque wrench; adjustable torque screw driver or
Screw driver, flat blade, long shank (grip screw)
1/2 inch or another broad punch (magazine button)
Buffer tube retaining castle nut spanner wrench
Hammer
AR lower receiver vise block
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Clearing the rifle
Before disassembling, ensure the rifle and magazine are completely unloaded and free of
ammunition, as follows:

With the rifle pointed in the safest direction
1. Move the safety selector to the “Safe” position.

2. Remove the magazine.

3. Pull the charging handle to the rear and
depress the bolt lock to hold the bolt
carrier assembly open.
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4. Visually and physically check that the
chamber is clear of any ammunition.
5. Keeping fingers clear of the ejection
port, depress the bolt lock and close
the bolt carrier assembly. (Do not
press the trigger.)

Remove the Upper Receiver from the Lower Receiver:

1. Place the lower receiver on a lower receiver vice
block. With the hammer in the cocked position,
push out the rear assembly pin.

2. Pivot the upper receiver from the lower receiver.
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3. Pull the charging handle along with the bolt carrier
assembly to the rear and remove from the upper
receiver.

4. Push out the forward assembly pin and separate
the upper and lower receiver assemblies.

Remove Stock, Buffer Tube and Buffer
Tube Assembly:
1. While pulling down on the lock release lever, pull
the butt stock to the rear and remove it from the
buffer tube.

2. Depress the buffer retaining plunger (with your
finger, thumb or punch), and remove the buffer and
spring from the buffer tube.
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3. Hold the hammer down and pull the buffer
and buffer spring completely out of the buffer
tube.

4. Using a castle nut spanner wrench, loosen the
buffer tube locking nut.

5. Holding the receiver endplate, which encloses
the rear assembly pin helical spring and
detent, carefully back off the buffer tube
locking nut.
NOTE: this helical spring and detent
holds the rear assembly pin into the
receiver.

6. Slowly relieve pressure on the receiver
endplate, which will release the spring tension
on the rear assembly pin spring and detent.
Be careful not to lose the spring or detent.
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7. Carefully rotate the receiver endplate counterclockwise just enough to expose the rear
assembly pin spring.

8. Remove the rear assembly pin spring and
detent from the receiver.

9. Remove the rear assembly pin.

10. While maintaining pressure on the buffer
retaining plunger, unscrew the buffer tube from
the receiver.
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11. Remove the buffer retaining plunger and spring
from the receiver.

Remove Grip, Selector and Trigger Assembly:

1. Using a 3/16 inch hex key (or a flat bladed
screw driver, depending on your model) remove
the pistol grip retaining screw while holding the
pistol grip in position. (There is a spring at the
right/top of the grip.)

2. Slowly remove the pistol grip while keeping the
lower receiver inverted. The pistol grip retains
the safety selector detent and spring.
This detent and spring hold the selector
in a firing mode position.
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3. Remove the safety selector detent and spring
from the receiver.

4. Remove the safety selector from the receiver.

5. While maintaining pressure on the hammer, pull
the trigger and ease it forward.
Never allow the hammer to hit the back of the
magazine port under full spring expansion. Damage
may occur to the lower receiver at this point.

6. While holding the hammer, push out the hammer
pivot pin with a 1/8 inch pin punch.
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7. Remove the hammer and hammer spring from
the receiver. Do not remove the hammer spring
from the hammer.

8. Push out the trigger/disconnector pin with
a 1/8 inch pin punch.

9. Remove the trigger / disconnector from the
receiver. Do not remove the spring or
disconnector from the trigger. Be careful
not to upset the spring under the rear of the
disconnector.
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Remove Magazine Latch

1. Using a broad pin punch, press in magazine button in
so the latch on the other side protrudes. Unscrew the
latch from the button. Remove and retain the latch
and spring. The button will be
replaced.

Remove Bolt Catch
1. Using a 3/32 inch pin punch and hammer,
tap out bolt catch
pin.

Retain the bolt catch, detent, spring and pin.
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Remove Pivot Pin

1. Using a pivot pin removal tool (Colt P/N
62673) or the tip of a 1/16 inch pin
punch, depress the pivot pin detent
and rotate the pivot pin. Remove the
pivot pin slowly covering the area with
a rag to capture the pivot pin detent
and spring.

End of Disassembly
The lower receiver is now stripped and the parts that have been removed will be used
to build your L15 lower.

A reminder:
Left, right, front and back is established by placing the firearm or part/component in the
shooting oriented position.
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Assembly of the Lancer Systems L15 lower receiver
Pivot Pin
1. Insert pivot pin detent installation tool (Colt P/N62698) though both lower receiver hinges.
Align the hole in tool with hole in receiver.
Place spring in receiver, and then the
detent.

Compress the spring and
detent with a 3/32 inch
pin and then rotate the
tool to capture the
compressed detent.

Bolt catch

1. Insert the bolt catch onto the left side of the
receiver and pin.

2. Using a 3/32 inch pin punch, pin the catch into the
receiver.
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Place the pivot pin on the side of the
installation tool with the groove of the
pin facing away from the detent. Press
the pivot pin into the hinge pushing out
the installation tool. Once the pivot pin
engages both hinge holes, rotate the pin
so the detent engages the groove of the
pin.

3. Start the two pins for the ambidextrous bolt
catch on the right side of the receiver.

4. Insert the old
bolt catch
detent from
the right side
of the
receiver, then
the spring,
then the new
detent, round
end facing
out.

5. Press in the
ambidextrous bolt
catch over the
detents and spring
on the right side of
the receiver, and
tap the pins down
flush to capture the
catch.
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Magazine Catch

1. Insert the magazine
catch into the
receiver from the left
side, and seat it.

2. Thread the spring onto the magazine catch post from
the right side.

3. Place the new magazine catch button onto the
magazine catch post, align the threads and press
inward.

4. Using a broad pin
punch, press the
button into the
receiver, pushing the
catch outwards on
the left side.

5. Turn the catch clockwise until the threaded post of
the catch is flush with the outside of the button.
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Both the
ambidextrous bolt
catch and new
magazine catch
button installed
properly.

All new parts, which came with the stripped L15 receiver, have
been installed. The chosen magazine well extension may be
added at any time.

Install the remaining parts from the replaced lower receiver into the new
L15 receiver in the AR platform armorer’s normal protocol.
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Installing the Trigger Assembly, Selector and Grip

1. Install the trigger, disconnector and
spring assembly into the lower receiver
with trigger spring legs facing forward.
Ensure the rear disconnector spring is in
place.

2. Use a 1/8 inch pin punch from the left
side of the lower receiver to align (slave)
the trigger assembly with the pin holes in
the lower receiver. Install trigger pin
from the right and push through trigger
assembly, pushing out pin punch. Lightly
tap with hammer if necessary.
The notches in the pin capture
hammer spring legs.

3. Install the hammer and spring assembly
into the lower receiver. Ensure the legs
of the hammer spring are in the grooves
of the trigger pin. The upper flat surface
of the hammer faces forward (towards
the magazine port.)
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Slave

4. Use a 1/8 inch pin punch to align
(slave) the hole in the hammer with
the pin holes in the lower receiver.
Install hammer pin and push through
hammer, pushing out pin punch.
Lightly tap with hammer if necessary.

5. Pull the hammer to the rear until the
hammer is held by the sear.

6. Install the selector from left to right.
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7. Place selector on “Safe”. Turn the receiver
over and install the selector detent.

8. Install the selector spring into the grip.

9. Install the grip onto the lower
receiver. Ensure the selector
spring goes into the hole and
engages the selector detent.
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10. Install the grip screw and washer using a 3/16
inch hex key or flat bladed screw driver
(depending on your model) torque to 35 inch
lbs.

Installing the Buffer Tube, Buffer Assembly and Stock:
Castle
nut

1. Place the end plate onto the buffer tube;
ensure the castle nut is threaded all the way
onto the buffer tube.
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2. Thread the buffer tube into the
lower receiver until it just covers the
buffer retainer pin’s hole, and then
back it off until the hole is
uncovered.

3. Install the buffer retainer spring and
plunger.

4. Compress and hold the buffer retaining
plunger, and rotate the buffer tube slightly
clockwise until the edge of the buffer tube
retains the plunger.
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5. Install the takedown pin. Ensure
that the grooved side faces to the
rear.

6. Rotate the buffer tube/end plate clockwise
until the takedown pin detent hole is
uncovered.

7. Install the detent.
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8. Install the detent spring.

9. Rotate the buffer tube counter-clockwise,
ensuring you do not go too far and
release the buffer retaining plunger.
Ensure the spring is not bent or crushed
under the endplate, compress the spring
if necessary.

10. Slide the end plate into position against
the lower receiver, compressing the
detent spring. Hold in place and hand
tighten the castle nut.
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11. Using a buffer tube spanner wrench, tighten the
buffer tube locking nut to 40 in lbs. Stake the
endplate to the castle nut locking the castle nut
into place.

12. Install the buffer spring and buffer into the buffer
tube. Depress the hammer to allow the buffer
to be inserted completely. Ensure the buffer is
retained by the buffer retaining plunger.

13. While pulling down on the
stock’s lock release lever,
push the butt stock on to
the buffer tube as far
forward as possible.
Release the lever.
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Install Upper Receiver and Function Check:

1. Place the upper onto the lower receiver.
Rotate the upper receiver upward slightly,
and install the pivot pin.

2. Install the charging handle into the upper
receiver.

3. Install the bolt carrier assembly into the
upper receiver, and put into battery.
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4. Depress the hammer, cocking it. Place
the rifle on “Safe.”

5. Slide in the take down pin.
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Function Check
On SAFE
1. Point the rifle in the safest direction.
2. Pull charging handle to rear and release several times to ensure the
bolt is not binding on anything.
3. With the rifle on ”Safe”.
4. Press the trigger. The hammer should not fall.
On FIRE
1. Place selector on fire.
2. Press trigger and hold to rear. The hammer should fall.
3. Pull charging handle to rear and release.
4. Release trigger, listen for a “click” then press again. The hammer
should fall.

Your rifle is now ready for field testing

NOTES
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